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Manager Insights (continued)

myopically on Blackberry’s dying and by now
financially irrelevant handset business, but
CEO John Chen has re-focused the company on
building its mobile enterprise software business
for market niches that value highly secure
communications. Success in this market is by no
means a slam dunk, but we remain impressed by
the dramatic improvement in cash flow and the
growth in software revenues.

Spanish and Greek wages have fallen relative
to those in Germany, for example. If not for the
debt that hangs like an albatross around the
necks of a number of European countries, this
would be the time to be bullish on peripheral
European economies.

The Fund also benefitted from a sharp
recovery in the price of Renault SA, the
French car manufacturer. You may recall that
the third quarter ended with the news that
rival automaker Volkswagen had cheated on
emissions tests, leading to a collapse in not only
its own share price but also of companies across
the sector. Combined with continued strength
in European auto demand, the realization
that Volkswagen’s problems were likely to be
company specific led to a bounce in Renault and
other automotive-related stocks.
Renewed M&A rumors led to a recovery in the
price of Syngenta AG, the Swiss agrochemical
producer, which had been buoyed earlier in the
year when Monsanto made an unsolicited and
ultimately unsuccessful bid for the company.
When Dow and DuPont agreed to merge,
it set off a frenzy of speculation of further
consolidation in the sector, which included
rumors of a bid for Syngenta by state owned
behemoth ChemChina and even further interest
from Monsanto, which has already been
spurned twice. It is evident that Syngenta’s
board is much more inclined to consider offers
following the backlash in the wake of the latest
Monsanto bid. Stay tuned.
On the negative side, the Fund’s investment
in leading UK property agency Countrywide
plc has continued to be a source of frustration.
The slow recovery in the volume of home sales
across the UK has led to downgrades of near
term earnings estimates, though we continue
to think that even in the absence of a recovery
there’s ample room for earnings to grow
from leasing and ancillary businesses. In the
meantime with the stock trading at 10x earnings
and paying an above average dividend, we don’t
mind waiting it out.
The Fund was also hurt by its investment in
Bank of Cyprus Public Co. Ltd., Cyprus’ leading
commercial bank. The bank’s share price was
caught in the general downdraft in European
financials at the end of the year, despite steady
progress in cleaning up its balance sheet and
reducing its dependence on official sources of
funding since the 2013 financial crisis that led
to its collapse. We continue to think that things
are moving in the right direction and that the
current rating of 40% of book value undervalues
its prospects.

Outlook

Although we’re not macro investors, I thought
it might be helpful to briefly outline how we
see the world these days, since on the margin
it can drive where we look for ideas and see
potential risks. The overarching issue for us is
that the world continues to be burdened by too
much debt, which has funded and continues
to fund excess capacity, and so is a source
of deflationary pressure. In order to combat
this deflation, the world’s central banks are
employing unorthodox, inflationary monetary
policy responses which actually perpetuate the
underlying problem, preventing the necessary
liquidation of debt and shuttering of excess
capacity. In the short run this is supportive
of demand and has led to a kind of recovery
in many developed countries, as well as
generating considerable inflation in financial
assets. In the long run, however, this approach
is undermining the health of the economy
and even the social contract, since financial
repression leads to a slow but steady transfer of
wealth from savers to borrowers and from the
working class to owners of financial assets.
Despite expectations of continuing, albeit small,
interest rate increases in the US, this dynamic of
deflationary fundamentals met by inflationary
policy response is unlikely to change anytime
soon; we think interest rates will probably
stay very low in most developed countries for
a long time, and that high levels of debt will
lead to volatile and relatively disappointing
economic performance. In such an environment,
companies demonstrating pricing power, secular
growth, capital discipline and strong balance
sheets should continue to trade at a premium.
It’s no accident that in aggregate the fund’s
holdings are growing faster, with higher returns
on capital and equity, despite significantly less
financial leverage than the overall market.
Taking a quick tour around some of the world’s
major economies, we remain skeptical about
longer term prospects for Japan, since in our
opinion the current government’s strategy
is addressing the symptoms rather than the
root causes of the country’s malaise. Japanese
industry has been a beneficiary of the weaker
yen and lower energy prices over the past year,
though it’s worth pointing out that nonetheless
the country has now actually entered its fifth
official recession in the past seven years.
Furthermore, in US dollar terms the country’s
economy is the same size that it was in 1992.
To put that into context, the US economy has
nearly tripled in size over the same period.
Europe is recovering from its sovereign debt
crisis for the time being, thanks mainly to some
small debt writeoffs, zero interest rates and a
significant drop in regional currencies versus the
dollar block. Southern Europe is also benefitting
from some internal devaluation—that is to say,

as of 12/31/2015

China has become the poster boy for excess
capacity and unproductive debt following its
epic capital spending boom. While China was
running a balance of payments surplus, the
government-controlled banking system was
able to channel resources to capital projects
that supported GDP growth and provided
employment. Now that foreign reserves have
actually begun to decline and borrowers are
increasingly unwilling to increase their debts,
we think growth is unlikely to reaccelerate.
While this is undoubtedly healthy in the long
run, given the unbalanced nature of the growth
in China up to now, it’s inevitably going to
continue to have consequences around the
world, given China’s high contribution to global
demand growth across many sectors in recent
years. Similarly, excess industrial capacity in
China that fed (and was fed by) the preceding
boom will exert continuing deflationary pressure
around the world. Notice that Chinese steel
exports, for example, have doubled over the
past couple of years. Then check out what’s
happened to the world price of steel. This will be
an ongoing theme across a number of sectors.
The past year or two has been a very friendly
environment for our investment strategy, at
least on a relative basis. The market’s preference
for stable growth and the collapse of commodity
prices have provided us with a gentle tailwind
but we think that the coming year could be more
difficult for our quality at a reasonable price
strategy. On the one hand, it’s fair to say that
there’s no end in sight to the commodity bust,
with supply-demand fundamentals generally
pretty awful in many industrial commodities,
and we think that the slowdown in Chinese
growth could have considerably further to go.
On the other hand, everyone knows this stuff by
now and the chances of a technical bounce in
oversold sectors is material. Add to this the fact
that European banks, which we also tend to be
structurally underweight, have underperformed
despite an economic recovery, however uneven,
in Europe, and you have the recipe for a more
challenging market backdrop. Despite this, we
want to avoid getting sucked into an effort to
game the markets, so we continue to stick to
our knitting, buying high quality businesses
with strong balance sheets, run by shareholder
friendly management teams, and trading at
reasonable valuations. We think this strategy
should allow us to avoid driving into too many
potholes and stay ahead of the pack over the
medium term.
Thanks for your continued interest and support.
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